
DEMOCRAT NATIONAL CONVENTION CONFIRMS 

GREEN NEW DEAL RADICALS IN TOTAL CONTROL 

 

The Democrats’ 4-day exhibition in radicalism last week confirmed their now-open embrace of 

socialism. But one of the under-emphasized areas of their desired Marxist revolution, at least in 

the prime-time portions of the convention, was the environmental policy boondoggle we all 

know as the Green New Deal.  Experts estimate its cost between $51 trillion and $93 trillion over 

10 years. For perspective, total government spending through 2029 is estimated to be less than 

$60 trillion.  The entire US economy (gross domestic product – GDP) was $21.5 trillion in 2019. 

 

Of course, former President Barack Obama did clarify post-convention, if there were any 

lingering doubt of Joe Biden’s total embrace of the “Bernie Bros”:  “If you look at Joe Biden’s 

goals and Bernie Sanders’s goals, they’re not that different, from a forty-thousand-foot level.”  

And as Sanders himself told us at the convention, “Many of the ideas we fought for, that just a 

few years ago were considered radical, are now mainstream.” 

 

Some may argue that Obama is referencing other policies, so just so there’s no confusion, let’s 

go to the DNC Environment and Climate Crisis Council, which wrote last week’s platform. 

Under its “Develop and Implement a National Climate Action Plan” section of its report, it 

recommends that 

 

A national climate and environment action plan through 2050, informed by the vision and 

aspirations of the Green New Deal [emphasis added] and aligned with [many] aggressive, 

necessary emissions and energy generation goals, should be immediately developed and 

implemented. 

 

We’re assuming the “forty-thousand-foot level” also includes passing “the Green New Deal for 

Public Housing Act to retrofit public housing, and expand the Weatherization Assistance 

Program to retrofit at least 1 million low-income homes annually by 2024.” 

But these are only the instances where the phrase “Green New Deal” can be found in the Council 

document.  However, the 2020 Democratic Party Platform, as it appears on its convention 

website,  starkly declares “that the United States—and the world—must achieve net-zero 

greenhouse gas emissions as soon as possible, and no later than 2050.”  Matches up pretty nicely 

with the Council language and deadline. 

The various underlying policies emanating from the Council’s recommendations and the 

Platform’s language run the gamut from agriculture, to labor, power generation and fuel 

production, construction, freight, health care and more.  Their further commitment to a police-

state climate policy approach is well-encapsulated from the Platform here: 

Democrats recognize that climate change poses serious risks to the economy and the 

financial system. We will require public companies to disclose climate risks and 

greenhouse gas emissions in their operations and supply chains. We will hold polluters 

and corporate executives accountable for intentionally hiding or distorting material 

information and for affecting the health and safety of workers and communities. 
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In other words, doing business will cost you more and if you make a mistake in the eyes of the 

Green New Deal Police, Big Brother is watching! 

HARRIS AS VEEP PROVES BIDEN ALL-IN ON RADICAL GREEN NEW DEAL 

But nobody pays attention to party platforms, right?  What has Democrat presidential nominee 

Biden said? 

 

• “Number one, no more subsidies for the fossil fuel industry, no more drilling on federal 

lands, no more drilling, including offshore, no ability for the oil industry to continue to 

drill, period, ends, number one … No more — no new fracking.” (Fracking is an 

extraction technique for oil and natural gas.) – 3/15/2020 Democratic presidential debate 

 

• “I guarantee you we’re going to end fossil fuels and I am not going to cooperate with 

them. Before 2050, God willing.” – September 7, 2019, New Castle, New Hampshire 

campaign event (That 2050vdate again – no coincidence.) 

 

• “Biden believes the Green New Deal is a crucial framework for meeting the climate 

challenges we face. It powerfully captures two basic truths, which are at the core of his 

plan: (1) the United States urgently needs to embrace greater ambition on an epic scale to 

meet the scope of this challenge, and (2) our environment and our economy are 

completely and totally connected” – The Biden Plan for a Clean Energy Revolution and  

Environmental Justice,  Biden for President website 

 

As to the last item, it appears that “environmental justice” was a key aspect of Biden’s selection 

of Kamala Harris as running mate.  The New York Times reported: 

Just six days before Joseph R. Biden Jr. tapped Kamala Harris to be his running mate in 

the presidential election, the California senator released sweeping environmental justice 

legislation. The timing, climate activists said, was important if not prescient. 

The Climate Equity Act, an expanded version of a bill Ms. Harris and Representative 

Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, Democrat of New York, introduced last year, puts the 

environmental health of low-income communities of color at the center of efforts to 

reduce planet-warming greenhouse gases. 

About their legislation, Ocasio-Cortez, or “AOC,” leading member of the progressive so-called 

“Squad” in Congress, said in a joint press release with Harris: 

The Democratic Party is now finally starting to embrace what many activists have long 

advocated: climate policy must be driven by and centered around frontline communities.  

Major environmental policies must be written by the black, brown, and low-income 

people who have been and will be disproportionately impacted by it, just like the Green 

New Deal envisioned. 
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Harris added: “As we combat the climate crisis and build a clean economy, we must put justice 

and equity first. I’m proud to partner with Congresswoman Ocasio-Cortez on this comprehensive 

proposal.”   

 

So sound business and economic considerations are irrelevant, or certainly at best a distant 

second, to energy and environmental policy for social justice warriors like AOC and Harris. 

 

Kamala Harris won the veepstakes due not only to the pure randomness that gave her multiracial 

(and radical) parentage - checking the requisite minority quota boxes for the Democrat Party.  

She also, and as importantly, fulfills Democrats’ policy objective of advancing the “job killing 

disgrace that is the Green New Deal,” as Democrat Eveleth, Minnesota Mayor Robert 

Vlaisavljevich put it at this week’s Republican Convention in endorsing Donald Trump for 

president. 

 

Even a self-proclaimed life-long Democrat such as Vlaisavljevich has awakened to his party’s 

extremism.  “The radical environmental movement has dragged the Democratic Party so far to 

the left, they can no longer claim to be advocates of the working man,” he declared. 

 

FIGHT RADICAL DEMOCRATS – JOIN FED UP PAC! 

 

These radical, socialist Democrats’ objective, beyond the destruction of liberty and free 

enterprise, is to control your life, and thereby destroy America.  Unfortunately, establishment 

Republicans are bullied by charges of intolerance and racism from these extreme Democrats and 

their leftist allies. 

 

That’s why I’ve established FedUp PAC, to fill the gap that Republican leaders have failed to 

breach. If you agree with this memo, please join us at www.FedUp.org, where you may join us 

as a Conservative Paul Revere Rider and access this and more of our fact sheets, booklets, 

videos, voter cards and more.  Or contact us via postal mail at: 

 

Richard A. Viguerie 

Chairman 

FedUp PAC 

PO Box 1370 

Manassas, VA  20108 
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